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ABSTRACTWe onsider opening failities in order to gain a pro�t. Weare given a set of demand points, and we must open some setof failities suh that every demand may be satis�ed froma loal faility and the total pro�t gained in this proess ismaximized. This ontrasts with previous work on failityloation and k-enter problems, where opening a faility in-urred a ost. The pro�t gained by opening a faility is afuntion of the amount of demand the faility satis�es. Wemodel the dependene of pro�t on demand by reating manydi�erent possible failities at eah loation, eah of whihprovides a ertain pro�t if opened and requires at least aertain amount of demand in order to open. Our modelaptures problem instanes where pro�ts may be positiveor negative, and also instanes where it is not neessary tosatisfy every demand. Our algorithms provide the optimumtotal pro�t, while strething the de�nition of loality by aonstant and violating the required demands by a onstant.We prove that without this streth, the problem beomesNP-Hard to approximate.
1. INTRODUCTIONConsider a ompany providing servies to users. Everytime the ompany opens a new faility, this faility shouldinrease the total pro�t. The pro�tability of a faility de-pends on the number of users it serves; this dependene maynot be linear but should be nondereasing. The ompanywill never open a faility with negative pro�t; it may bepreferable to simply lose the potential revenue from someustomers rather than guarantee servie. However, if theompany is onstrained to serve every ustomer (a telephoneompany may be a good example of this), then the problemof negative pro�t failities beomes interesting as well. Wemust also assign demands to open failities; we onstrainthis assignment so that users will not have to travel morethan a given distane D to reah their assigned faility. A�Researh partially supported by ARO grant DAAG55-98-1-0170
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greedy approah will not work well here; we an envision aninstane where we would maximize pro�t by opening manysmall failities, but we instead open a single large one andannot open any others pro�tably (sine so muh demand isnow dealt with).One pratial example of this problem is web ahing,where \distane" represents internet lateny and pro�ts in-lude revenue from advertising as well as the ost of theahes and revenue due to satis�ed users. Another exampleis a dialup internet servie provider, where \distane" rep-resents the loal area ode and pro�t is determined by thenumber of ustomers and ost of servers. A third exampleis a hain of department stores, where distane representsdriving time ustomers are willing to spend and pro�t rep-resents sales minus upkeep. In these ases and many others,we would like to gain as muh pro�t as possible. Sine theseproblems are NP-Hard, we are interested in approximationalgorithms. We observe that maximizing pro�t is very dif-ferent from minimizing osts. A two-approximation on theosts may redue the pro�t from positive to negative.Our problem is a variant of faility loation, in that wemust selet failities to open and then map demand pointsto open failities. We are given a bound on distane insteadof optimizing for the average distane travelled, muh asin the k-enter problem [4℄. However, known tehniquesfor these problems fail to apture our goal of maximizingpro�t. Traditional faility loation variants always assumethat opening a faility is undesirable, and the algorithmstry to open as few failities as possible while still maintain-ing a faility reasonably near eah user. In ontrast, if wean obtain additional pro�ts by opening more failities, wewill always do so. Traditional faility loation variants alsoassume that the ost of a faility is independent of thenumber of users sent to that faility. Some reent work onapaitated faility loation [5℄ has enabled failities to takeon onave osts. In our problem, the pro�t of a failitywill be highly dependent on the amount of demand served.We do not require the pro�t to be onave or onvex, onlynondereasing.We all this problem pro�t-earning faility loation and wewill explore several variants of it. In the simplest version, ev-ery faility has a positive pro�t and a lower bound. In orderto open the faility, we must send at least the lower bound indemand; if we do so, we obtain the pro�t. Our objetive is tomaximize pro�t. If we would like to apture some funtionp(x) relating pro�t to demand, all we need to do is reate afeasible faility with pro�t p(x) and lower bound x for everyinteger x. Provided that eah demand point has one unit of



demand, this introdues only polynomially many failities.If we are not required to serve every demand, we an installarti�ial failities with lower bound zero and pro�t zero (us-ing these failities orresponds to failing to satisfy the de-mand). We are required to make sure that eah demandpoint is satis�ed from a (real or arti�ial) faility withindistane D. This problem is related to the load-balaned fa-ility loation problem introdued in [3, 6℄ beause we mustsatisfy lower bounds on the demand served in order to opena faility. However, unlike the load-balaned problem, weare onstrained by a maximum distane instead of minimiz-ing total distane, and we gain a pro�t for failities insteadof assuming them to be free. Pro�t earning faility loationis NP-Hard, so we will provide approximation algorithms.Our approah is based on linear program rounding. Themain diÆulty omes in satisfying the lower bounds; if dif-ferent failities have di�erent lower bounds then there is nostraightforward way to merge failities as was done in manyprevious papers. Previous results for the k-enter problemassume that when a faility opens we an send all demandswithin D to this faility. In our ase, doing this may auseus to lose pro�t, sine we ould send a lesser amount of de-mand and still satisfy the lower bound, leaving enough de-mand free for an additional faility to open. We apply newtehniques in the rounding of failities to make sure thatthe lower bounds are approximately satis�ed and no lowerbound is more-than-satis�ed unless it was so in the fra-tional solution. When rounding the assignment of demandpoints, we observe that the rounding used for GeneralizedAssignment [8℄ atually guarantees that the volume of anybin does not derease by muh in addition to guaranteeingthat it does not inrease by muh, and so we apply thissheme (treating open failities as bins, demand points asballs) to omplete the rounding.We onsider an extension of pro�t earning faility loationwhere some failities have negative pro�t. Provided that weare required to satisfy every demand, this situation may wellour. Consider a telephone ompany, whih is required toprovide phone servie to every ustomer regardless of prof-itability. Providing servie to an isolated loation may ostonsiderably more than the money paid by the ustomersin that loation. Sine servie must still be provided, anegative pro�t servie enter will open. Of ourse, the tele-phone ompany still wants to maximize pro�ts (rather thanminimizing osts); even if total inome is �xed at some dol-lar amount per user, a onstant-approximation on osts willlead to a non-ompetitive pro�t total. We observe that thisextension reates a di�erene problem; some failities pro-due revenue while others have ost, and we would like tooptimize for the total revenue minus the total ost. In gen-eral, di�erene problems are diÆult to approximate beauserevenue and ost must sale together in order to guaranteeany approximation fator.Our algorithms obtain the optimum net pro�t. Sine theproblem is NP-Hard, we annot (assuming P 6= NP ) dothis without violating some of the onstraints. In parti-ular, we will guarantee only that a demand point is neversatis�ed from a faility more than 3D away (instead of D)and that faility i is not opened unless at least a onstantfration of its lower bound demand is sent to i. This meanswe give an O(1) approximation in a sense, though violat-ing onstraints by O(1) is not equivalent to approximatingthe pro�t. We prove lower bounds whih indiate that it is

NP-Hard to provide an approximation whih satis�es lowerbounds exatly, or whih does not extend the distanes bya fator of three.We onsider several extensions, inluding the apaitatedversion of the problem for positive pro�ts, and solutionswhih guarantee that some perentage of the overall demandis satis�ed.
1.1 Previous WorkFaility Loation and its variants have been studied ex-tensively. In the traditional faility loation problem, wewould like to minimize the total ost of failities plus thetotal distane from demands to failities [9, 1, 5, 7℄. In thek-median problem [2, 1, 5℄, we are restrited to openingk failities and we must minimize the total distane fromdemand to failities. Our problem is more losely relatedto the k-enter problem; this problem makes guaranteeson the maximum distane from any demand to to nearestopen faility rather than the sum of distanes. [4℄. Load-balaned faility loation, where lower bounds must be metin order to legally open failities, was introdued indepen-dently by [3℄ and [6℄. To our knowledge, we are the �rst toonsider a model where opening failities earns pro�t ratherthan inurring osts.
2. PROFIT EARNING FACILITY LOCATION

2.1 Problem StatementWe are given a graph G = (V;E) with a length funtion l :E ! R+ on the edges. Some subset of the verties produedemand; the set of users U is the subset of verties whihprodue nonzero demand, and we have a funtion d : U !R+ assoiating demand with the users. We are also givena set of feasible failities F . Eah faility i is representedby a pro�t pi and a lower bound Li. We must hoose somesubset of the failities to open, and assign various users toeah open faility suh that every user is assigned to someopen faility within a distane D, the total demand of usersassigned to open faility i is at least Li, and the total pro�tof open failities is maximized.The pro�t-earning faility loation problem may be ex-pressed by the following integer program. Here ai(u) indi-ates whether user u is assigned to faility i, and fi indiateswhether faility i is open.� Maximize Pi2F pifi� For all i: Pu2U ai(u)d(u) � Lifi� For all i; u with l(i; u) > D: ai(u) = 0� For all i; u: ai(u) � fi� For all u 2 U : Pi2F ai(u) = 1� fi 2 f0; 1g for all i� ai(u) 2 f0; 1g for all i; uThe linear relaxation of this program replaes the last twoonstraints with 0 � fi � 1 and 0 � ai(u) � 1.



2.2 Approximation AlgorithmWe will use the following algorithm to produe an approxi-mate solution to the pro�t-earning faility loation problem.1. Solve the Linear Program relaxation2. Set I = fi : 0 < fi < 1g. I is the set of frationalfailities.3. Selet i 2 I whih maximizes pi=Li.4. Set J = fj : 0 < fj < 1; l(i; j) � 2Dg. J is the set offrational failities near i.5. Set Æ = Pj2JPu2U aj(u)d(u). This is the demandloal to faility i.6. Consider two ases based on the value of Æ:a If Æ > Li then for all j 2 J; j 6= i and all u 2U inrease ai(u) by aj(u)Li=Æ and then multiplyaj(u) by (Æ�Li)=Æ. For all j 2 J; j 6= i, multiplyfj by set (Æ � Li)=Æ. Set fi = 1.b If Æ � Li then for all j 2 J; j 6= i and all u 2 Uinrease ai(u) by aj(u) and then set aj(u) = 0.Then set fj = 0 for all suh j. Set fi = 1.7. If there still exist frational fj , return to step 2.8. For eah faility i whih has fi = 1, de�ne Æi to bethe sum over u 2 U of ai(u)d(u). If Æi < Li=2, thende�ne V to be the set of users within D of faility i,and d(V ) =Pu2V (1 � ai(u))d(u). For all u 2 V , setai(u) = ai(u) + (1 � ai(u))(Li=2 � Æi)=d(V ). Redueaj(u) for all j 6= i aordingly.9. Consider the failities as \bins" and the demand pointsas \balls" and perform the rounding sheme for Gen-eralized Assignment [8℄.This algorithm is polynomial time, sine we an solve alinear program in polynomial time and the number of loopiterations is linear in the number of possible failities. Welaim that no demand point has been sent more than 3D dis-tane and that any open faility i satis�es at least Li=2� �demand where � is the largest demand of any user. Thetotal pro�t of this solution is at least the optimum pro�t.We will prove these laims in setion 2.2.1 and present ap-proximation lower bounds in setion 4.
2.2.1 AnalysisWe would like to prove that the algorithm is in fat om-petitive. First, we observe that the equation requiring thatthe ai(u) sum to one is maintained as an invariant. Clearlywhen the algorithm terminates, all variables will be integers.We will �rst prove that the distane bound is approximatelymaintained; no user is sent to a faility more than 3D away.Lemma 2.1. No user is sent to a faility whih is morethan 3D away.Proof. We laim that at every stage of the algorithm, iffi < 1 and ai(u) > 0 then l(i; u) � D. This is learly trueof the frational linear program solution. Suppose at somepoint it beomes untrue. This must be immediately afterai(u) was inreased, whih restrits us to onsidering stages

6 and 8 of the algorithm (we observe that step nine an onlyinrease ai(u) if it was already nonzero). In step 6, we mayinrease the value of ai(u) for our seleted i; the value aj(u)for other j will only derease. But we will also set fi = 1.So step six annot ause the laim to beome violated. Instep eight, all failities have fi integer so the laim holds.On the other hand, onsider what happens when we open afaility, setting fi = 1. This happens only in stage six. Atthe time we open the faility, we may set ai(u) to beomepositive even though l(i; u) > D. However, any suh u musthave aj(u) > 0 for some nearby j 2 J . Sine j 2 J , we knowthat fj < 1 and therefore l(j; u) � D. We also know thatl(i; j) � 2D. Using the triangle inequality, it follows thatl(i; u) � 3D whih proves the laim.We will next prove that all the lower bounds are approx-imately satis�ed. Here the approximation ratio is 12 beforethe Generalized Assignment rounding in the last step. Afterthe last step, the approximation ratio beomes 12 � � where� is the maximum value of d(u)=Li for all hoies of u andi with Li > 0.Lemma 2.2. If faility i is open, the total demand sent tofaility i is at least Li2 �maxu2Ud(u).Proof. Consider an open faility. If this faility wasopen in the frational solution, then the lower bound wassatis�ed. The lower bound must remain satis�ed until step8, sine ow annot be removed from an open faility. If thefaility had fi = 1 set during step 6a, then we observe thatwhen 6a ompleted the lower bound was satis�ed. So thesefailities too had lower bound satis�ed when we reahed step8. Only the failities opened during step 6b may pose aproblem. Whenever step 6b opens a faility, all failities inJ have fj = 0 set. It follows that no two 6b failities maybe 2D apart or loser. When we reah step 8, eah failitymay pull in users from D away. Only the 6b failities havelower bounds unsatis�ed, and no two of these will pull inthe same users (sine they are too far apart). Sine theyare only trying to satisfy Li=2, and there must be enoughdemand within D to satisfy Li, it follows that they pull inat most half the demand. Now onsider a faility whih isnot from 6b. This faility an lose at most half its demand,and sine its lower bound was previously satis�ed it remainsat least half-satis�ed. So every faility whih has fi = 1 hasat least half its lower bound in demand after step 8. Therounding sheme of [8℄ in step 9 guarantees that any fail-ity whih had Li=2 demand before rounding still has at leastLi=2�maxu2U d(u) after rounding.We next prove that our total pro�t is at least the frationaloptimum. Our approximation will violate onstraints of theinteger program while obtaining optimum pro�t. This isimportant for the ase of negative pro�ts to be onsideredin setion 3.1.Lemma 2.3. We obtain at least the frational optimumpro�t.Proof. We examine failities in dereasing order of pi=Li.During step six, we move demand whih was previously be-ing sent to a frationally-open faility of lesser pi=Li to onewith larger. In 6a, the total demand sent to i after the step



ompletes is exatly Li. This means we have inreased ourpro�t by (Æ � Li)pi=Li and dereased it by the at most thesame amount. Pro�t an only inrease. In 6b, we movedall the demand to i. If we had inreased fi to be the totaldemand plaed at i divided by the lower bound, the pro�twould have inreased. But we instead set fi = 1, an evenlarger value whih guarantees that the pro�t must inrease.So either way, the pro�t annot derease as we open faili-ties.We de�ne an algorithm for pro�t-earning faility loationto be (�; �; ) ompetitive if it guarantees that distanesinrease by at most a fator of �, any open faility i whihis open has at least �Li demand, and the pro�t is at leastthe optimum pro�t times . The following theorem is diretfrom this de�nition and the lemmas above.Theorem 2.1. The algorithm is (3; 12 ��; 1) ompetitive,where � is the maximum ratio of d(u)=Li for u 2 U , i : Li >0.
2.3 Tightening the Lower BoundSuppose we would like to be loser to the lower bound.We an modify the algorithm in order to obtain a (7; 1 ��; 12 ) approximation, sari�ing onstants on the distaneand pro�t in order to improve our approximation on thelower bound. We will need to modify the algorithm at steps6b and 8 as shown below.6b If Æ � Li then for eah user whih is assigned only tofailities in J , assign that user ompletely to i. Forany user whih is assigned at least frationally outsideof J , we inrease ah(u) for h not in J with ah(u) > 0in order to send u ompletely outside of J . We thenset fi = 1 and fj = 0 for j 2 J; j 6= i.8 Let B represent the set of open failities with lowerbounds unsatis�ed. Let A represent the set of openfailities whih are within 4D of a faility in B. Wewill lose either all failities of A or all failities ofB, whihever losing auses us to lose less pro�t. Ifwe lose the failities of B, then we will rediret alldemand points whih were sent to those failities tothe nearest open faility. If we lose the failities of A,then we will send every demand point whih is withinD of some faility in B to that faility, and send allremaining unassigned demand points to the nearestfaility.The modi�ed step 6b an only improve the pro�t, andguarantees that no two failities opened in 6b an share anydemand point (sine the only demand points sent to suh afaility will be sent there ompletely).Again, de�ne � = maxu;i d(u)=Li. We will prove the de-sired approximation ratio below.Theorem 2.2. We an produe a (7; 1��; 12 ) approxima-tion.Proof. When we arrive at step 8, our total pro�t is atleast the frational optimum, but we may have violated somelower bounds. When we hoose the least ostly of the twosets to lose, we an guarantee that our new pro�t is at leasthalf the frational pro�t. Suppose we lose the failities of

B. It is lear that lower bounds are now satis�ed exatly.On the other hand, suppose we lose the failities of A. Anydemand point whih is within D of some faility in B is sentonly to failities in B, sine any remaining faility not inB must be too far away. There is suÆient demand withinD to open any faility, sine otherwise this faility ouldnever have fi > 0. It follows that we are able to satisfy alllower bounds if A loses. Finally, we need to show that eahdemand point has a faility within 7D. A demand pointwhih was sent to A has a faility within 7D if A loses,beause eah faility in A is within 4D of some faility in Band this demand point will be sent a total of 3D+4D = 7D.On the other hand, suppose there is some demand pointwhih is sent to B but is far from every faility in A. Whyouldn't we satisfy the lower bound when the faility for thispoint was opened? It must be that some point whih wasfrationally sent to this faility was also frationally sent tosome other faility whih was already open. But failities inB annot share demand points, so that other faility musthave been in A, and it follows that every faility in B iswithin 4D of some faility in A. Thus no point is sent morethan 7D. The Generalized Assignment rounding stage instep 9 again auses us to lose � on the lower bound.
3. EXTENSIONS

3.1 Negative ProfitsWe onsider the ase where failities may have negativepro�ts. For example, suppose we are ahing web ontentand would like to guarantee a loal ahe for every user. Itosts us some amount of money to set up a ahe, so pro�tsof the ahes may be negative. However, we also gain inomeby direting advertisements through our ahing network.If suÆiently many users are loal to a single ahe, thatahe may earn a net pro�t beause of advertising. In thisase some failities will have osts and some (usually thosewith large lower bounds) will have pro�ts. We would like toextend our algorithm to deal with the situation where thereare both positive and negative pro�ts. This is a di�ereneproblem, and it is important that we produe exatly thefrational optimum, sine if we obtain half the pro�t andpay the full ost, we may take a loss instead of earning apro�t.The new algorithm treats the positive pro�t failities inthe same way, but we need to do something di�erent for thenegative pro�t failities. The algorithm is as follows:1. Solve the Linear Program relaxation2. Set I = fi : 0 < fi < 1g3. Selet i 2 I whih maximizes pi=Li.4. Set J = fj : 0 < fj < 1; l(i; j) � 2Dg. J is the set offailities near i.5. Set Æ =Pj2JPu2U aj(u)d(u).6. Consider two ases based on the value of d:a If Æ > Li then for all j 2 J; j 6= i and all u 2U inrease ai(u) by aj(u)Li=Æ and then multiplyaj(u) by (Æ�Li)=Æ. For all j 2 J; j 6= i, multiplyfj by set (Æ � Li)=Æ. Set fi = 1.



b If Æ � Li then for all j 2 J; j 6= i and all u 2 Uinrease ai(u) by aj(u) and then set aj(u) = 0.Then set fj = 0 for all suh j. Set fi = 1.7. If there still exist frational fj with pj=Lj � 0, returnto step 2.8. Find a user u suh that fi < 1 for all i with ai(u) > 0.Selet faility i whih has the maximum (least nega-tive) pi and satis�es ai(u) > 0. Set fi = 1. For everynearby faility j 6= i with fj < 1 and l(i; j) � 2D,inrease ai(v) by aj(v) for all v 2 U and then setaj(v) = 0. Set fj = 0. We are losing all these fa-ilities and sending the demand to i. Repeat until nouser with the required property exists.9. For every faility i with fi < 1 set fi = 0. If fi = 0then set ai(u) = 0 for all u.10. For eah user u, let Æ(u) = 1 �Pi ai(u). If Æ(u) > 0then selet some faility i with fi = 1 and l(i; u) < 3Dand inrease ai(u) by Æ(u).11. For eah faility i whih has fi = 1, ompute Æi =Pu2U ai(u)d(u). If Æi < Li=2, then de�ne V = fu 2U : l(u; i) � Dg, along with d(V ) =Pu2V (1�ai(u))d(u).For all u 2 V , set ai(u) = ai(u) + (1 � ai(u))(Li=2 �Æi)=d(V ). Redue aj(u) for all j 6= i aordingly.12. Consider the failities as \bins" and the demand pointsas \balls" and perform the rounding sheme for Gen-eralized Assignment [8℄.The �rst seven steps are idential to the original algo-rithm, dealing only with the positive pro�t failities. In step8, notie that the sum of fi for the failities with ai(u) > 0must be at least 1. When we open the least-ostly fail-ity, we will lose all other failities with ai(u) > 0 sine thefrationality of fi guarantees that these failities are withinD of u and within 2D of eah other. This means the ostwill only improve. Any faility opened in step 8 may fail tomeet its lower bound, but we guarantee that any two faili-ties whih do not meet their lower bounds are more than 2Dapart. In step 9 we are only losing negative-pro�t failitiesso our pro�t improves. In step 10, notie that all remainingusers are sent at least frationally to some fully open failitywithin 3D. It follows that there does exist an open failitywithin 3D. Step 11 works just as before, sine we againguarantee that no two open failities with lower bounds un-met are within 2D of one another. Step 12 repeats theGeneralized Assignment Rounding. It follows that we areagain (3; 12 �maxu;i d(u)=Li; 1) ompetitive with respet tooptimum.
3.2 Capacitated VersionSuppose eah faility has a apaity in addition to a lowerbound. In order to open a faility i, we must have Li �Pu ai(u)d(u) � Ci. We an use this to de�ne any positivefuntion relating pro�t of a faility to the amount of demandsent to that faility. We an disard any faility with Ci <Li as invalid.We will use the same algorithm as for the unapaitatedase of positive pro�ts, exept that we will add apaityonstraints to the linear program. We observe that the de-mand plaed at a faility whih did not have fi = 1 in the

linear program solution will not exeed that faility's lowerbound (and therefore annot exeed the apaity) until theGeneralized Assignment rounding step. It follows that theonly way we an violate any apaity onstraint is duringthe Generalized Assignment rounding, and the proof of [8℄guarantees that this violation is at most by maxu d(u). Thetheorem below follows.Theorem 3.1. If faility i is open, then Li2 �maxu(d(u)) �Pu ai(u)d(u) � Ci +maxu(d(u)).
3.3 Linear GainsConsider the ase where pro�t of a faility grows linearlywith the amount of demand sent there. This models, forexample, the ase of setting up web pages. Suppose we aresetting up pages to sell something. We reeive pro�t linearin the number of ustomers, plus an additional pro�t dueto advertising revenue (this inreases at various steps as wereah ertain numbers of users), minus osts for maintainingservers (these osts also inrease linearly with the numberof users, but not so quikly as our pro�ts).We ould approximate this problem by setting up a fail-ity with eah integer lower bound, and omputing the overallpro�tability at that number of users. However, if users havevariable \size" then the number of potential failities maybe exponentially large. We an get around this problemby again observing that failities whih were opened by thefrational solution remain open. If other failities are sentmore than their lower bound in demand, this will only helpus beause of the linear inreases. In fat, this will workeven in the ase where some pro�ts are negative. We buildthe linear funtion into the linear program formulation, andignore it thereafter. This again obtains the same approxi-mation as before.
3.4 User SatisfactionSuppose we would like the maximum pro�t solution whihprovides servie to at least some perentage of the users.This models many real life appliations where we are allowedto refuse servie to some users if providing suh servie wouldresult in a net loss, but we annot refuse servie to a veryhigh perentage of users.We replae the linear program onstraint thatPi ai(u) =1 with onstraints thatPi ai(u) � 1 andPuPi ai(u) � Xfor some onstant X. After solving the linear program, weperform the idential rounding sheme given for the originalalgorithm. We observe that the only way a faility an dis-appear is when a faility within 2D is opened. It follows thatevery user withPi ai(u) > 0 has a faility within 3D, so thenumber of users servied an only inrease. We provide a(3; 12 � �; 1) approximation while guaranteeing at least therequired perentage of users are served.We observe that in the ase where there are negative prof-its, this sheme does not work and in fat there is an arbi-trarily large LP gap. Consider a ase where all the usersare near only a single potential faility, and this faility haspro�t �1 and lower bound zero. We have an additional fa-ility, in�nitely far away, with pro�t 1 and lower bound zero.We are required to satisfy some perentage (0 < p < 100%)of the users. The optimum integer solution has pro�t zero,sine the negative faility must open. The optimum fra-tional solution has positive pro�t, sine it an open the neg-ative faility by p perent and then open the positive one



ompletely, for a pro�t of 1� p > 0. Allowing �nite strethon the distanes or lower bounds does not help with thisproblem.
4. LOWER BOUNDSWe prove several lower bounds on pro�t-earning failityloation. We will �rst show the neessity of the fator threeapproximation on the distane, then show that we annotmeet lower bounds exatly.Unless lower bounds are nonexistent (or ompletely ig-nored), the following theorem indiates that we need a fatorof three streth on the distanes.Theorem 4.1. It is NP-Hard to �nd an (�; �; ) ap-proximation to pro�t-earning faility loation unless either� � 3 or � = 0.Proof. The proof is by redution from set over. Sup-pose we have a set over instane we would like to solve.We reate a pro�t-earning faility loation with one nodefor eah set and one node for eah element. All \set" nodesare 2D from eah other, all \element" nodes are 2D fromeah other. A set node is D from the element nodes orre-sponding to elements of that set; a set node is 3D from theelement nodes not belonging to the set. We add an addi-tional node whih is D from every set node. It's not hard tosee that this struture satis�es the triangle inequality. Weset a demand of 1 at eah element node, and we set k de-mands of (n+ 1)=� at the additional node whih is D fromevery set. A potential faility exists at every set node, withlower bound (n + 1)=�. If there exists a set over of sizeat most k, then this problem will have a feasible solutionwhih opens failities at the sets in the over, sending oneof the \big" demands to eah set and sending eah unit de-mand to the set overing that element. On the other hand,suppose we an �nd a solution whih is (�; �; ) approxi-mate. If � < 3, eah of the demand one nodes must be sentto a faility whih is within D (sine all other failities are3D > �D away). Eah of these open failities must haveat least �(n + 1)=� = n + 1 units of demand. As there areonly n unit demands, one of the \big" demands must havebeen sent here. Thus there are at most k open failities.We onlude that this solution provides a set over. Sineset over annot be solved exatly in polynomial-time unlessP = NP , we an onlude that it is NP-Hard to �nd anapproximation with � < 3 and � > 0.The following theorem indiates that we annot obtainoptimum pro�t without any error on the lower bounds, re-gardless of the amount by whih we streth the distanes.Theorem 4.2. It is NP-Hard to �nd an (�; �; ) ap-proximation to pro�t-earning faility loation unless either� < 1 or  � 12 .Proof. The proof is by redution from subset sum. Sup-pose we would like to determine whether some subset of alist of numbers sums to k. We reate an instane of pro�t-earning faility loation where there is only a single node.At this node we have a demand for eah of the numbers onthe list, with the demand equal to the number itself. Wealso have two potential failities, one with lower bound k

and one with lower bound s � k where s is the sum of allnumbers. Eah faility has pro�t one. Assuming � = 1,we an open both failities if and only if some subset of thenumbers sums to k. If we open only one faility, then wemust have  � 12 .The following theorem indiates that for the di�ereneproblem (where pro�ts may be negative), we annot guaran-tee that lower bounds will be satis�ed unless we ompletelyignore either the pro�t or the distanes.Theorem 4.3. It is NP-Hard to �nd an (�; �; ) ap-proximation to pro�t-earning faility loation with negativepro�ts, unless either � < 1 or  = 0 or � =1.Proof. Again the proof is by redution from subset sum.We onstrut a graph with two nodes, in�nitely far apart.Node one has a demand of one, and a possible faility withlower bound zero and pro�t �1. Node two has a demandfor eah of the numbers from the subset sum problem, eahdemand being the size of the orresponding number. Nodetwo has two potential failities, one with lower bound k andone with s� k, where k is the subset sum and s is the sumof all the numbers from the subset sum instane. Eah ofthese failities has pro�t 1. Unless � is in�nite, we mustopen the faility with negative pro�t. If there is a subsetof numbers summing to k, then the optimum solution willhave pro�t 1. Otherwise the optimum has pro�t 0. If wean guarantee any nonzero ompetitivity against the pro�t,we must open both failities every time the optimum doesso. It follows that � < 1 unless we an solve subset sum inpolynomial time.
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